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Introduction and objectives

1.1

Problem statement and motivation

Producing companies often face the challenges that prediction of customer demands and
management of complex product portfolios are harder than ever before, and cost-efficient
production requires new, special production and capacity planning methods. In case a
company has a diverse product portfolio, most commonly applied, conventional production
system structures are not always flexible enough to ensure economical production in the
different stages of the products’ lifecycle.
My research aimed at developing methods that offer cost-efficient solutions for production and capacity planning problems related to assembly systems, utilizing the advantages
of different resource structures (dedicated, flexible, reconfigurable). Real problems from
the automotive industry motivated the development of the methods, as characteristics of
this sector are the wide product portfolio and fluctuating customer order stream, typically
resulted by the bullwhip effect. Special features of manual and hybrid assembly systems —
that are widely used in the automotive industry— are the flexible adjustment of capacities
to meet customer demands, however, changes in the allocated capacities always incur costs
that should be minimized, possibly both on short and long terms.
1.2

Objectives of the research

The primary objective of the research was to elaborate capacity planning methods that are
capable of harmonizing the production processes with the changing customer demands on the
long (strategic), medium (tactical) and short (operational) terms, even in case of a diverse
product portfolio. Therefore, such models were analyzed that can provide cost-efficient
plans by considering internal (technological), and also external (customer) constraints. The
research focused on assembly systems, with the aim of defining a suitable decision support
system that enables strategic, tactical and operational level capacity management, and fits
into the already existing planning processes.
In the long-term, strategic decisions, the primary task is to determine system (re-)configurations and related investments, based on forecasts that often rely on uncertain data. In
addition to the future demands, it is important to consider the actual state of the assembly
system, more specifically, the produced goods and the assigned resources. Depending on
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production volumes, different system structures provide the most cost-efficient operation:
in case the entire assembly system includes dedicated (mass production), flexible (medium
batches) and reconfigurable (small batches, or customized production) assembly lines, it
has a heterogeneous resource set. The operation and investment costs of resource types
depend on several factors that are hard to predict in practice, regarding future scenarios.
It is important to highlight that on the long term, investment and operation related costs
are in the same order of magnitude, thus both should be considered in decisions related to
system configuration. On the strategic level, the objective was to elaborate a new method
that supports system configuration by the assignment of products to dedicated, flexible and
reconfigurable resources, considering the actual state of the system and the forecast volumes
of the products.
On the tactical and operational levels, decision makers have fewer degrees of freedom in
capacity management: investment related decisions are strictly constrained, therefore, only
existing capacities can be considered in production and capacity planning. In general, the
stochasticity of parameters (e.g. manual assembly process times) increases the complexity of
production planning, which means a crucial challenge in case of manually operated assembly
systems. On the medium term, appropriate planning of human resources is of higher importance than in strategic planning, thus the research was aimed at developing new, robust
planning methods that are capable of dealing with human resources efficiently. The key requirement towards the calculated plans is their executability in practice, despite the change
of certain parameters (processing times, resource availability etc.). Another requirement
—besides robustness— is the ability of models to manage the modular architecture and the
frequent reconfigurations of the system.

2
2.1

Preliminaries and methodology of the research
Preliminaries

The management of wide and diverse product portfolios is referred to as product variety management, which is one of the greatest challenges in production management, as it influences
product design, process and production planning decisions [1]. In order to satisfy customer
needs and increase internal, corporate effectiveness, production system structures need to
be applied that can be adjusted to the changes in production volumes and in the product
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portfolio. Depending on the number of produced variants and their volume, different system
types provide the most cost-efficient production: dedicated systems are typically suitable for
mass production, while flexible ones are capable of producing a given set of products applying a fix system structure and adjustable technological parameters. Changeable systems gain
more application in practice [2], and some types of them have physically changeable system
structure, making it possible to adjust them to the products’ technological requirements
(reconfigurable systems) [3].
Recently, there are numerous companies that manage a wide and diverse product portfolio,
and there are significant —sometimes order-of-magnitude— differences among products’
volumes. In those cases, production systems with heterogeneous resource structure need to
be applied, and the most important task in their strategic system configuration is to assign
products to dedicated, flexible or reconfigurable resources and to define the proper amount
of resources from each type. Such decisions are made on a cost basis, however, the estimation
of investment costs is very challenging, especially if the system’s structure changes frequently
[4]. In order to solve system configuration related tasks where the objective is to define a
heterogeneous resource set, net present value (NPV) based methods are often applied as part
of the decision making process [5], [6]. However, NPV-based models often limit the flexibility
of decision makers, thus they are unable to handle the underlying options of the investment
decisions, therefore, real options based calculations are more appropriate to solve some of
those tasks [7], [8]. In strategic decision, investment cost is usually the only considered
factor, nevertheless, it is often in the same order of magnitude with the costs associated
with systems’ operation, thus the latter cannot be ignored in such decisions. There exist
optimization models for system configuration that consider the operation costs of different
resource types, however, they are typically suitable for automated manufacturing systems,
and cannot be applied for managing modular, reconfigurable assembly systems, due to the
difference in system structure and operation mode [9]–[11].
Strategic level capacity management of assembly systems cannot be successful in case the
incurring costs are analyzed only from economical perspective [2]. The primary reason for
this is the fact that operation costs —that typically incur on tactical and operational levels—
and the applied system configuration are in strong relation with technological requirements
and processes [12]. The operation costs —incurred on the medium term— are considered
primarily in production planning, matching customer demands with resources. So far, only
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a few research works considered the medium term production plans, and the costs associated
with their execution in strategic planning. The greatest challenge in these tasks is the lack
of information about the operation costs, available in the configuration stage of the systems,
thus only a few approaches exist that consider the aforementioned factors [13]–[15]. As the
structure of modular, fast reconfigurable systems’ changes frequently, methods and models
need to apply special constraints to solve production planning tasks [16]. This is the main
reason for the current lack of fledged system configuration method, which would be capable
of efficiently handling operation costs of modular, reconfigurable assembly systems.
Assembly processes often cannot be automated, or it is uneconomical to automate them,
thus manual and semi-automated assembly systems are commonly used in industrial practice.
In production management of these systems, a great challenge is meant by the deviation of
manual processing times, increasing the complexity of capacity planning and line balancing
tasks. This is caused by deterministic parameters, considered in system configuration and
human workforce planning methods. In case processing times deviate around a mean value,
capacity loads become unbalanced making the performance and therefore the output of the
entire system uncertain [17]. In relation with manual assembly lines, non-deterministic models are typically elaborated to solve line balancing problems, however, there is no generally
applied and accepted method to solve related non-deterministic production and capacity
planning problems [18], [19]. In order to handle stochastic processing times in planning appropriately, and manage the resulted load unbalances, robust methods are needed, ensuring
that change of the considered parameters within a predefined range will not influence the executability of plans. Even state-of-the-art advanced planning and scheduling (APS) systems
are unable to calculate such plans [20], therefore, an important objective of the research was
to develop robust planning methods that can be applied in industrial practice.
2.2

Research methodology

Within the research, and the solution of the related tasks, an important objective was the
application of advanced, state-of-the-art tools and technologies. Digital manufacturing and
enterprise solutions provide a wide range of tools, of which appropriate ones were applied
in the development of the new methods. Special emphasis was put on the formal definition
of the problems and on the solution of the corresponding optimization models, which were
mixed-integer linear programs (MIP) in most cases. On strategic and tactical levels, plan-
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ning problems were solved by applying declarative mathematical modeling approaches, while
on the strategic level, constraint programming tools were also used, as they are typically efficient in solving resource-constrained scheduling problems. The solutions provided by the
mathematical models (resource configuration, production plan) were analyzed by a simulated
execution in a discrete-event simulation (DES) environment. The greatest strength of DES
tools is their ability of supporting detailed, realistic model building even in case of complex
system architectures and control logics. Besides, another benefit is the opportunity for considering stochastic parameters and uncertain events (e.g., machine breakdowns), therefore,
DES provides an efficient complementary tool for deterministic mathematical models.
State-of-the-art cyber-physical manufacturing and assembly systems provide large amount
of technology-related data during operation, moreover, experiments with virtual, simulation
and mathematical models also generate useful data that often require advanced analytical
tools to obtain useful information. For this reason, data analytics, statistical modeling
and learning tools were also applied during the research. The new methods —especially
the robust production planning method— rely on production data, collected and processed
continuously in order to have models that always represent the actual state of the production
system, thus capable of providing reliable results.

3
3.1

New scientific results
Hierarchical capacity management of modular assembly systems

Within the research, a comprehensive framework was presented, offering capacity management solutions for modular, heterogeneous assembly systems on each level of the classical
planning hierarchy, even besides a complex product portfolio and changing customer needs
(Figure 1). On the highest, strategic level, the long-term system configuration problem was
solved to determine the proper product-assembly system assignments and the corresponding
investments, based on the order stream forecasts and the actual system configuration. The
main driver of these decisions is the minimization of production-related costs, taking into
account different cost elements that are characteristic to dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable resources. Within the framework, strategic level models support investment related
decisions, tactical level ones provide solutions for production and capacity planning problems, while the lowest, operational level supports production control decisions. The vertical
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integration of decisions is guaranteed in the framework, as solutions calculated on higher
levels provide input for lower level decisions.

System configuration
Product-resource
assignment

Tactical
level

Dedicated system

Operational
level

Actual system configuration

Investment decisions

Flexible system

Production planning

Production plan

Reconfigurable
system
Virtual scenarios

Capacity
requirements

Function approximation

Strategic
level

Forecast volumes

Operation costs

Production scheduling
Production schedule

Operator control

Figure 1: Hierarchical capacity management framework for modular assembly systems.

3.1.1

Strategic level system configuration and product-resource assignment

Regarding modular assembly systems with a heterogeneous resource set, the most important
strategic decisions relate to the assignment of products to different resources. The key
question on the long term (the horizon is typically some months or years long) is whether
to assemble a product with dedicated, flexible or reconfigurable resources. The objective
of decisions is to minimize the long-term costs, taking into account the future expected
customer needs, and also the available resource sets. Such product-resource assignment
decisions typically involve investments, therefore, an emerging system configuration problem
is also to be solved in parallel to guarantee that available capacities will always match the
customer-expected production rates. In this regard, two main types of strategic decisions
are distinguished: product-based and portfolio-based ones.
In product-based decisions, the objective is to minimize the costs by identifying the resource type, which results in the lowest production and investment costs if a product is
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assigned to it. The greatest challenge in these cases is to predict accurately the operation
costs of reconfigurable resources, as they apply a common, shared resource pool to build
up the assembly lines, therefore, the costs are nonlinear functions of production volumes,
and key performance indicators are influenced by the applied planning policy [C1]. New,
product-based decision support methods were developed within the research, applying regression methods —built upon the results of experiments with simulation and optimization
models— to approximate the nonlinear cost functions. These methods supported the solution of a so-called line-assignment problem, answering the question: which products need to
be assembled with dedicated and reconfigurable resources, and which ones’ production need
to be outsourced. The achieved results of product-based decisions proved that it is possible
to approximate the costs —incurred on the tactical level— related to the reconfigurable
system by applying multivariate linear regression models.
Accordingly, a new portfolio-based decision support method was developed within the research, providing solutions for both resource assignment and system configuration problems.
The method considers the relations among different products’ assembly processes, which are
important especially in reconfigurable systems, due to the use of a common resource pool
by several products. As a solution of the problem, I proposed a new, integer optimization
model, in which various operation- and investment-related costs are approximated by regression models, and the training dataset of regression is provided by solutions of the tactical
level planning problem, using virtual scenarios. In this way, operation and investment costs
can be efficiently predicted, considering both the applied system configuration and the related capacity requirements, in case of all resource types. In order to handle the nonlinear
relations among different products’ assembly processes, new variables are introduced in the
model, while keeping its linearity which is important from mathematical viewpoint.
Thesis 1: In the capacity management framework of modular asssembly systems with heterogeneous resources, the strategic level resource assignment and
system configuration problem can be solved with the following integer optimization model. In the model, the prediction of operational costs is performed by
regression, and the training sets of regression models are provided by the solutions of the tactical level planning model applied on virtual scenarios. The
general scheme of the optimization model is the following:
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In the objective function (1), Ψ, Θ, Λ and Γ express depreciation, change of
assignment, investment and operation costs, respectively. Constraints (2)-(4)
guarantee the feasibility of the solution, while (5) and (6) are technological constraints, bounding the utilization of human (5) and machine (6) resources. The
nonlinear Ψ, Θ, Λ and Γ functions can be approximated by linear regression
models, applying solutions of the tactical level planning model solved on a representative set of virtual scenarios. In this way, the linearity of the overall optimization model can be guaranteed. The input parameters of regression models
are the capacity requirements of products (time), and the number of different
s
product types assigned to various system types. The decision variable zpu
specs
ifies if product p in period u is assembled in system s, and gbu
expresses if all

elements of an arbitrarily chosen subset b of products are assembled in system
s in period u.
The results summarized in Thesis 1 are discussed in Chapter 3, and the publications related
to the thesis are the following: [J1],[J2],[C2],[C3],[C1],[C4],[O1]
3.1.2

Tactical level production and capacity planning

In case of the analyzed modular assembly system with heterogeneous resource set, the objective of medium-term planning decisions is to determine production lot sizes, based on the
customer orders and available internal capacities. While fledged planning methods already
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exist for dedicated and flexible resources, there is no available, published method which supports production and capacity planning of modular, fast-reconfigurable assembly systems.
Within the research, I worked out new integer programming models that provide solutions
for tactical level planning problems, moreover, they can be generally applied to support
higher level strategic, and also lower level operative decisions, considering dedicated, flexible
and also reconfigurable resources. Applying the models on virtual scenarios, the training
set of regression models can be obtained, to approximate cost functions that are important
in strategic decisions. In this case, the planning model needs to apply modified constraints
and objective function to enable investments in new resources. In order to minimize the
number of phyiscal system reconfigurations, two main options exist: either applying new
constraints and indicator variables, or capturing this sub-problem as a traveling salesman
problem (TSP). In the latter case, it is supposed that only a single product type is produced
with a given line in a given time period (small bucket model).
Thesis 2: The tactical level production and capacity planning problem of
modular reconfigurable assembly systems is expressed by the following model,
minimizing the operation costs while considering both human and machine resources.
minimize
X
XX
XX
XXX
copn xnt rjpn
copr ht +
cset ypt +
cnt xnt +
t∈T

p∈P t∈T

t∈T n∈N

subject to
X
xnt = 1

(8)

t∈T n∈N j∈J

∀n∈N

(9)

∀j∈J

(10)

∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T

(11)

∀ t ∈ T, p = pn , n ∈ N

(12)

∀ t ∈ T, p = pn

(13)

t∈T

nj ≤ rjavail
X
rjp ypt ≤ nj
p∈P

xnt ≤ ypt
X
set
w
xnt tproc
+ ypt (trec
p
p + tp ) ≤ ht t
n∈N

ht ∈ Z+ nj ∈ Z+ ypt ∈ Z+ xnt ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T, n ∈ N, p = pn

(14)

In the model, J , T , P , and N are the sets of resources, time periods, products
and orders, respectively. The cost parameters are denoted by c, tproc
is the total
p
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and tset
capacity requirement of product p, while trec
p are the reconfiguration and
p
setup times of product p. The product of order n is denoted by pn , rjavail is the
amount of available of modules and rjp is the required amount of modules from
type j by product p. Decision variables xnt , ypt , ht and nj express the execution of orders, necessary setups, operator headcount and the applied modules
in planning period t ∈ T , respectively. In the objective function (8), copr , cset ,
cnt and copn parameters express the costs of operators, setups, due date deviation and operation, respectively. The constraints limit the execution of orders
(9), module consumption (10-11), setups (12) and operator headcount (13). InP
troducing an additional element j∈J nj cm
j in the objective function enables to
add new modules to the resource pool if requested, therefore, the model can be
applied to solve virtual production planning scenarios, supporting the solution
of strategic level system configuration. In such cases, cm
j expresses the purchase
cost of modules, and (11) needs to be disregarded.
X
t∈T

copr ht +

XX
p∈P t∈T

cset ypt +

XX
t∈T n∈N

cnt xnt +

XXX

copn xnt rjpn +

t∈T n∈N j∈J

X

cm
j nj (15)

j∈J

Slightly modifying the decision variables in the above formulation, a new model can be
obtained that specifies the production lot sizes, and also the headcount of operators allocated
to assemble the orders. Applying this reformulation, the operational level problem can be
defined and solved with the objective of minimizing the overall operator headcounts within
each time period, considering that operator skills are flexible, so as they are capable of
switching between assembly tasks within a given period.
In case the planning problem is formulated with a small-bucket model that does not allow
for reconfiguring the system within a given time period, the number of reconfigurations can
be minimized by solving a TSP. The vertices of the weighted state-space graph represent the
time periods, and the weights of edges can be calculated applying a distance function on two
products’ resource requirements, produced in consecutive time periods. The TSP’s solution
is a time-indexed plan, specifying production lot sizes and the corresponding resource usage.
The results summarized in Thesis 2 are discussed in Chapter 3, and the publications related
to the thesis are the following: [J1],[J2],[C2],[C3],[C1],[C4],[C5],[O1]
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Capacity management of modular, robotic assembly cells

Similarly to manually operated reconfigurable assembly systems, modularization of automated, robotic assembly cells is also possible, increasing the adaptability of these systems
to changing production volumes and increasing number of product types. Such assembly
cells are still rarely used in industrial practice, however, they are considered as efficient
and innovative solutions, mainly for automotive supplier companies that often face the challenges of OEM-requested short response times, management of wide product portfolios and
corresponding wide portfolios of assembly technologies. Within the research, I investigated
robotized car body assembly cells, composed of fix, static components (e.g. a robot installed
on a conveyor track) and also mobile, changeable (plug-and-produce) technological modules
(e.g., a welding or gluing station).
INPUT
Problem space
information

Products
Scenarios
Order stream forecasts
Production equipment

Assembly System
Configuration Tool

Select different

Update data

System
configurations

OUTPUT
Solution information

System configuration
Cell layout
Production plans
Reconfiguration plan

Batch sizes
Assembly Cell
Configuration Tool

Production Planning
and Simulation Tool
Cell layout

Reconfiguration
Planning Tool

Operation costs
Reconfiguration
plan

Figure 2: Design and management framework for modular assembly cells.
A new, mathematical programming- and simulation-based method —called Production
Planning and Simulation Tool — was developed that can be applied already in the early
design stage of modular robotic assembly cells to predict their expected future operation
costs, thus making the cost-optimal cell configuration and lifecycle management possible.
The method is part of a decision-support workflow —illustrated by Figure 2— that supports
the (i) rough design of cells (Assembly System Configuration Tool), and also their (ii) detailed
configuration (Assembly Cell Configuration Tool). The (iii) third step of the workflow is the
prediction and calculation of different configurations’ operation costs, taking into account
forecast- and contract-based order batch sizes. The method is completed by a (iv) stochastic
programming model in the Reconfiguration Planning Tool, performing the optimization of the
cell configuration on a long-term, discrete time horizon considering technological constraints,
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and also investment, operation and reconfiguration costs determined by the previous tools.
The method and the decision support workflow presented in the thesis are results of a collaborative work: parts (i)1 , (ii) and (iv)2 are works of other academic partners, while the
development of part (iii) and its integration in the workflow are own scientific results.
Thesis 3: The operation costs of modular, robotic assembly cells can be
predicted efficiently already in their early design stage, applying mathematical
optimization based production planning, and discrete-event simulation to execute the calculated plans. The input parameters of planning are customer order
forecasts and technological data of the cell. Based on the forecasts, the expected
production lot sizes can be calculated with the following model:
minimize
XX

cbl bpt + cstock ipt

(16)

p∈P t∈T

subject to
spt ≥ dpt
XX
rjp yptc ≤ rjavail

∀ p ∈ P, t ∈ T

(17)

∀ t ∈ T, j ∈ J

(18)

∀ c ∈ C, t ∈ T

(19)

∀ p ∈ P, t ∈ T

(20)

∀ c ∈ C, p ∈ P, t ∈ T

(21)

c∈C p∈P

X


tcm xptc + tsm gptc ≤ tw

p∈P

ipt − bpt = ip,t−1 − bp,t−1 − spt +

X

xptc

c∈C

gptc , yptc ∈ {0, 1}

xptc , spt , ipt , bpt ∈ Z+

Decision variables ipt , bpt , spt and zptc specify the inventory, backlog and delivery
volumes, and production lot sizes, respectively, concerning to product p, period
t, and cell c. The parameters express the length of periods (tw ), customer needs
(dpt ), setup (tsm ) and processing times (tcm ) of products, and resource requirements where J denotes the set of resource types and rjavail is the resource pool.
In the model, gptc and yptc are indicator variables expressing setups and assembly
of products with a given resource, and they can be calculated applying a modified version of the LS-C-B/M1 lot-sizing model by Pochet and Wolsey3 . The
1 (i):

Johannes Unglert, Juan Manuel Jauregui Becker (Universiteit Twente, Hollandia)
and (iv): Massimo Manzini, Marcello Urgo, Marcello Colledani (Politecnico di Milano, Olaszország)
3 Y. Pochet and L. A. Wolsey, Production planning by mixed integer programming. Springer, 2006.
2 (ii)
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objective function (16) minimizes the total costs of backlogs and inventory, while
constraints match the production volumes (17) with the utilization of modular
resources (18), with processing times (19), and link the consecutive time periods (20). Executing the resulting plan with the DES model of the system, the
expected future operation and logistics costs can be obtained.
In addition to the refinement of operation costs considered in steps (i) and (ii), the Production Planning and Simulation Tool provides feedback for the (ii) Assembly Cell Configuration
Tool about the expected, realistic production batch sizes, refining a calculated system configuration accordingly. Through the application results of the method in a case study, I proved
that it can be applied successfully for production planning of modular, robotic assembly
cells that are composed of static parts and changeable technological modules. The method
takes into account commonly used, shared resource pools, considering assembly technological
constraints.
The results summarized in Thesis 3 are discussed in Chapter 4, and the publications related
to the thesis are the following: [J3], [J4],[C6],[C7]
3.3

Robust production planning and control method for flexible assembly lines

It is often faced in industrial practice that uncertainties are introduced in the execution
of short-term production plans by the human factor, as a side-effect of the allocated manpower in manually operated flexible assembly lines. Varying manual processing times and
the reject rates of products lead to additional capacity requirements, however, their amount
can be hardly predicted due to their stochastic nature. Such parameters cannot be handled
efficiently even by the latest APS4 systems, therefore, the execution of plans is often accompanied by lateness and/or unbalanced resource utilizations. Within the research, a new,
simulation- and optimization-based robust production planning method was developed that
aims at utilizing quasi-real-time data gathered about the system’s state to project its expected future behavior applying virtual production scenarios. This projection is performed
by the DES model of the system, generating a representative dataset of different production
scenarios’ capacity requirements —implicitly considering the stochasticity of parameters—
to build optimization models upon, which are capable of calculating production and capacity
plans (Figure 3).
4 Advanced

planning and scheduling
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MES log data Orders (ERP)

Simulation of
future scenarios
with up-to-date
shop floor data

Lot sizes and
headcounts:

Production planning

xit ,wt

Q(qt)

Control policies

Data analysis module
with regression model

Robust production planning of flexible,
manual assembly lines
Figure 3: Robust production planning and control method.
Thesis 4: The robustness of manually operated flexible assembly lines’ production plan can be increased in a proactive way by applying simulation-based
optimization. Representing the planning problem with a mixed-integer linear
optimization model, the actual human capacity requirements can be expressed
with the following function:
Q (q t ) = β0 + β1 ht +

X

βp qpt

p∈P

The capacity function is obtained by linear regression, where the training dataset
for model fitting is provided by a simulation model that represents the quasiactual state of the assembly line, and executes simulation experiments based
on a set of virtual scenarios. In the function, parameters β are resulted by
regression model fitting, ht denotes the headcount of operators allocated to the
line in period t, and qpt defines the assembled volume of product p in period t.
The application of the function as a constraint in the production planning MIP
model guarantees the calculation of robust plans, defining production lot sizes
and also corresponding operator headcounts.
The essence of the method relies on a combination of MES5 and ERP6 data —typically
stored and handled separately— which are utilized in optimization, data analytics and sim5 Manufacturing
6 Enterprise

execution system
resource planning
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ulation models. In addition to providing input dataset for the regression model fitting, the
simulation model also supports the selection of proper capacity control methods, considering
various operator headcounts, and stochasticity of the aforementioned planning parameters.
According to the experimental results the model provides robust production plans with reduced lateness, even besides stochasticity of the considered planning parameters.
The results summarized in Thesis 4 are discussed in Chapter 5, and the publications related
to the thesis are the following: [J5],[C3],[C7],[C8],[C9],[C10],[C11], [O2]

4

Application of the methods in practice

The new methods and models summarized in the previous thesis statements were developed
respecting real industrial needs to solve the related emerging practical problems. The validation, testing and evaluation of the solutions were primarily done within the RobustPlaNet:
Shock-robust Design of Plants and their Supply Chain Networks 7 project, in collaboration
with industrial partners providing real problem instances, production environment and data
[C7], [O2]. The use-cases —defined and elaborated within the RobustPlaNet and other R&D
projects— related to the research and presented in the thesis mostly concern problems from
the automotive industry, however, the methods can be applied in other sectors as well, as
they are not company- but system-specific. Therefore, they are applicable in cases where
production environment is composed of flexible and reconfigurable assembly systems that
match the specifications provided in the thesis.
The framework presented in Theses 1-2, and the related models were defined on the basis of several case studies from the automotive industry. The models are not yet applied
in everyday practice, however, the framework is applicable to solve real industrial problems, according to the presented results of a comprehensive simulation analysis. They show
that proper application of the method results in cost (reconfiguration, operation and space)
savings, compared to other analyzed methods. The method presented in Thesis 3 for the
lifecycle management of reconfigurable, robotic assembly cells was tested and validated with
a case study provided by Voestalpine Polynorm B.V., located in The Netherlands. According
to the results, this method is capable of supporting efficiently the design, management and
operation of assembly cells analyzed in the study. Applying the models within the presented
workflow, the efforts put in the design of new cells can be reduced significantly, compared
7 European

Seventh Framework Programme, Grant No. 609087, http://www.robustplanet.eu
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to current practice. The robust production planning method presented in Thesis 4 was validated and tested at the plant of Knorr-Bremse Fékrendszerek Kft. in Kecskemét, where the
models were used to plan the production of a high-runner, flexible, manual assembly line.
The obtained results were compared to corporate, norm-time based historical data. Observing these results, one can conclude that the new method provided robust production plans
with decreased number of working shifts, increased output volumes and planning flexibility.
The list of the main R&D projects related to the research presented in the thesis is provided
below:
• RobustPlaNet EU FP7 project (2013-2016)
• Knorr-Bremse Benchmark Factory project (2012-2013)
• E.ON network-service planning project (2012-2013)
• Knorr-Bremse SampleShop project (2010-2012)
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